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GLOSSARY
biocatalyst. A substance, such as an enzyme, that starts or increases a chemical reaction in a
living body.
biocide. Any toxic chemical that has the potential of destroying life forms by poisoning.
biodegradable. Capable of being decomposed into nontoxic components by bacteria or other
living organisms.
biodegradation. The process that microbial organisms use, through metabolic or enzymatic
action, to break down toxins into their nontoxic components.
bioremediation. Utilization of the metabolic and enzymatic processes of microorganisms to
remove pollutants from the environment.
biosurfactants. Substances produced by microorganisms that lower the surface tension of
water and increase the ability of organic compounds, like crude oil, to more easily dissolve in
water, thereby making them more available for microbial degradation. (See also surfactant.)
carcinogen. A substance that is capable of causing cancer in humans or animals.
Clean Water Act (CWA). The Clean Water Act establishes the basic structure for regulating
discharges of pollutants into the waters of the United States and regulating quality standards
for surface waters. The basis of the CWA was enacted in 1948 and was called the Federal Water
Pollution Control Act, but the Act was significantly reorganized and expanded in 1972. “Clean
Water Act” became the Act’s common name with amendments in 1972. Source: http://www
.epa.gov/lawsregs/laws/cwa.html.
Corexit. A line of solvent products licensed by Exxon to Nalco Holding Company for production
and distribution. They are primarily used as dispersants for breaking up oil slicks and sinking
the oil out of sight below the surface waters. Corexit was used as the primary dispersant in the
British Petroleum Deepwater Horizon oil blowout in the Gulf of Mexico. It causes the oil to
break up into small globules that remain suspended in the water, eventually sinking to the
seabed and then ultimately washing up on beaches as currents and storms churn the oil up
off the seabed and from the water column. See “NALCO Corexit and Crude Oil: A Laboratory
Experiment,” http://www.bust-video.info/v/yt:BdAtvB9OtRs/1.
Deepwater Horizon. An offshore oil drilling rig owned by the Transocean corporation and
leased to British Petroleum. On April 20, 2010, during drilling in a geographical area of the
Gulf of Mexico called the Macondo Prospect, a blowout killed 11 crewmen. Two days later,
after a second explosion, the rig sank, leaving at least one well and a crater in the seabed floor
gushing oil uncontrollably, causing the largest offshore oil spill disaster in US history.
detergent. A surfactant or a mixture of surfactants that facilitate the mixing of compounds like
oil and grease with water, normally used for cleaning purposes.
dispersant. A liquid or gas added to a mixture such as oil in order to promote dispersion of the
oil or to maintain suspension of the dispersed oil particles.
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DOSS (dioctyl sodium sulfosuccinate). A toxic surfactant that is a component of Corexit.
Common side effects of exposure to DOSS include a breakdown of the cellular walls of red
blood cells and subsequent rectal bleeding, stomach pain, diarrhea, serious allergic reactions,
and cramping.
ecosystem. Short for ecological system. The symbiotic relationships between all living organisms in a particular geographical area and the nonliving components of their environment,
such as air, water, and soil. These organisms and components operate together through
nutrient cycles and energy flows.
emulsification. The resulting blended mixture of two or more liquids that are normally not
able to be mixed or blended, such as oil and water. In an emulsion, the particles of one liquid
are dispersed in the other, rather than dissolved.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). A US federal government agency whose mission
statement is to protect the health of the public and the environment by writing and enforcing
regulations based on laws passed by Congress. Led by a senior administrator appointed by the
US president and approved by Congress, the EPA, although not a cabinet department, is
directly under the president and is responsible for fulfilling the president’s constitutional
mandate to protect and defend the natural resources of the US.
enzymes. Biological molecules that increase the rate of chemical reactions. They are responsible
for the thousands of chemical interconversions that sustain life.
federal On-Scene Coordinator (OSC). See On-Scene Coordinators.
finishing-up product. A term used to describe an oil spill cleanup product that cannot successfully
address fresh oil because of the oil’s high level of toxicity.
fishery. An ecosystem in a particular geographic area of water or seabed, which includes the
people involved, method of fishing, class of fishing boats, one or more species or type of fish,
including shellfish, and the purpose of the activities—i.e., recreational or commercial.
genetic. Pertaining to the heredity of traits.
hydrocarbons. Organic compounds made up solely of hydrogen and carbon. There are many
types of hydrocarbons, and the majority found on earth naturally occur in crude oil. Some
forms of hydrocarbons are carcinogenic and/or otherwise toxic and harmful to most forms of life.
indigenous. A description of a living organism (plant or animal) that is native to a specific
geographical region.
in situ burning. An oil spill response method of controled burning of oil at the spill location.
The particulates released into the atmosphere by in situ burning are a concern to many people.
This spreads toxic oil compounds into the atmosphere, which eventually arrive somewhere
else. See NOAA website for more information http://response.restorationnoaa.gov/oil-andchemical-spills.oil-spills/resources/in-situ-burning.html.
insoluble. Incapable of being dissolved in water or another liquid.
Ixtoc I. An exploratory oil well being drilled by the semisubmersible drilling rig Sedco 135-F
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in the Bay of Campeche of the Gulf of Mexico, about 100 km (62 mi) northwest of Ciudad del
Carmen, Campeche, in waters 50 m (160 ft) deep. On June 3, 1979, the well suffered a blowout
resulting in one of the largest oil spills in history.
Lawrence Anthony Earth Organization (LAEO). An environmental and conservation nonprofit
founded in 2003 by South African conservationist, author, and humanitarian Lawrence Anthony.
As of this writing, the organization has 23 chapters in 21 countries. Since the beginning of
the BP-DWH blowout and oil spill, the US chapter has focused on finding and getting implemented
workable solutions that will result in returning the Gulf of Mexico’s contaminated waters
to their pre-blowout condition, as a part of the organization’s larger campaign to return
polluted waters of the world to their pristine condition. The LAEO’s mission is to work
with governments, industry, and the broad public to stably reverse decaying environmental and
conservation situations through education and hands-on projects. Among their many
accomplishments, they have created two large game reserves in South Africa, reopening
migration corridors for the wildlife and aiding local tribes in transferring from poaching to
eco-tourism as an economic base. Three books have been written about Lawrence Anthony’s
achievements—Babylon’s Ark, The Elephant Whisperer, and The Last Rhinos—and a Hollywood
feature film is being produced about his life. LAEO coined a new term, Cooperative Ecology,
to clearly define the philosophical basis upon which the organization operates. Commonly
shortened to “Co-Eco,” the term is defined fully on page 28 of this document.
lyse. To cause dissolution or destruction of cells by lysins.
lysins. Antibodies or other agents that cause red blood cells or bacterial cells to break down.
Macondo. The Macondo Prospect (Mississippi Canyon Block 252, abbreviated MC252) is a
geographic area in the Gulf of Mexico off the coast of Louisiana containing a massive geological
trap for oil and gas. It was the site of the British Petroleum Deepwater Horizon oil blowout
disaster of April 20, 2010.
mechanical cleanup. Generally, in oil spill cleanup, this is the use of booms to try to contain oil
or keep it away from sensitive areas, and skimmers designed to skim as much of the oil off the
surface as possible. In situ burning of the oil is also a common method, but this is potentially
hazardous to human health.
metabolism. The chemical processes occurring in living organisms that result in growth of the
organism, production of energy, elimination of waste, and other basic organic functions.
—v. metabolize.
microbe, microorganism. Any living organism too small to be seen without the use of a
microscope.
microbiological. Having to do with the structure, function, uses, and modes of existence of
microscopic organisms.
miscible. Applies to liquids: capable of mixing together completely to form a solution.
mutagenic. Capable of causing or increasing the rate of unnatural mutations in living
organisms.
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mutation. An unnatural change within the structure of a living organism caused by exposure
to a mutagenic toxin.
National Contingency Plan (NCP). The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan, more commonly called the National Contingency Plan or NCP, is a
government document delineating required response protocols and methods in circumstances
where oil and hazardous substances have been released into the environment.
NCP Product Schedule. Subpart J of the National Contingency Plan is a Product Schedule that
contains dispersants and other chemical or biological products that have gone through the
EPA’s testing requirements to be considered for use in carrying out the NCP when oil or other
hazardous substances have been spilled. Being on the NCP list does not give automatic
approval status for the various products that are listed on the Product Schedule. Each time an
oil or hazardous substance spill occurs on US navigable waters, approval for which product(s)
can be utilized on that specific spill must be obtained by Regional Response Teams and Area
Committees, or by the federal OSC, in consultation with EPA representatives. It is interesting
to note that, in the past 23 years, the only product that has ever been approved for use when
an actual oil spill on US navigable waters has occurred is Exxon’s product line called Corexit,
despite the existence of other products on the NCP list that are less expensive, more effective,
and have fewer damaging side effects.
nutrients. As used in this paper, these include nitrogen and/or phosphorous which form the
building blocks needed to grow microorganisms.
On-Scene Coordinators (OSCs). Federal officials predesignated by the US EPA and Coast Guard to
coordinate response resources in disaster situations. Under the National Contingency Plan, if
federal involvement is necessary because state and local resources have been exceeded, the OSC
is obligated to coordinate the use of these resources to protect public health and the environment.
PAH. Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon, a molecule made up of hydrogen and carbon, with
multiple carbon rings. PAHs are persistent, bioaccumulative, and toxic pollutants (PBT),
which include carcinogenic substances and environmental toxins.
Persistent organic pollutant. (PBTs or POPs) are of greatest concern in the broad range of
chemicals that are considered pollutants. PBTs are organic compounds that are resistant to
degradation. As such they persist in the environment, bioaccumulate in human and animal
tissue and food chains. (See Wikipedia for more information)
plankton. Tiny organisms occurring in a body of water, primarily comprising microscopic
algae and protozoa.
pollutants. Toxins that contaminate water, soil, and air.
Regional Response Team (RRT). Regional planning and coordination of preparedness and
response actions for disasters are accomplished through the RRT. There are 13 RRTs, one for
each of ten federal regions, plus one for Alaska, one for the Caribbean, and one for the Pacific
Basin. Each RRT maintains a Regional Contingency Plan (RCP) and has state, as well as federal
government, representation. EPA and the Coast Guard co-chair the RRTs. Standing RRTs are
planning, policy, and coordinating bodies and do not respond directly to disaster scenes. The
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RRT provides assistance as requested by the On-Scene Coordinator during an incident. Source:
http://www.rrt.nrt.org/.
solubility. The relative ability of a substance to be dissolved in water or other liquid.
solubilization. The action of dissolving in a liquid.
solvent. A substance that has the capacity to dissolve another substance.
surfactant. A substance that lowers the surface tension of water, making it easier for organic
compounds to be dissolved in the water. Detergents are an example of surfactants, as they
help remove organic compounds from a given material by making them dissolve more readily
in the water in which the material is washed. Both toxic man-made surfactants and nontoxic
natural surfactants exist.
teratogenic. Capable of causing birth defects and negatively impacting the development of
a fetus.
toxin. Any substance that is poisonous to live organisms.
trade-offs. A trade-off is a circumstance or situation that involves making a decision that has a
downside that is considered offset by an upside. An environmental trade-off could be defined as
assessing a benefit as being greater than a negative or destructive aspect of a method or action.
An environmental compromise that is considered reasonable by decision makers in one point
in time may be subject to debate when new data becomes available.
volatile organic compounds (VOCs). Organic chemicals that have a high vapor pressure at
ordinary room-temperature conditions. VOCs are numerous, varied, and present everywhere.
They include both human-made and naturally occurring chemical compounds. Harmful VOCs
are typically not acutely toxic, but instead have compounding long-term health effects.
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